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RESUMEN
About ten years ago we witnessed the birth of the first commercial informational spoken dialog applications over
the telephone, such as package tracking and flight status information. Those systems, based on proprietary platforms,
implemented simple dialogs that resulted in a few user-machine turns. As the technology progressed and application
builders moved into standard platforms, we saw more complex applications of the transactional type, such as stock
trading and travel reservations, typically spanning a dozen or so turns.
Today, as complexity is shifting from voice processing to the application space, we are moving into the third generation of dialog systems (Speech 3.0), which are exemplified by problem solving applications. These systems are characterized by highly complex interactions that last for dozens of turns and tens of minutes with a sophisticated interplay between
dialog logic, natural language speech understanding, backend functionality, advanced VUI features, and integration with
live agents.
After a brief historical perspective on the evolution of the spoken dialog industry, I will describe the issues and
the approaches related the development, maintenance, tuning, and business of the third generation of dialog systems.
I will show how the level of complexity required by this type of applications needs sophisticated authoring, reporting,
and tuning tools, new breed of speech technology, and the ability to manage and account for continuous changes in the
environment. I will then conclude by delineating the future trends of spoken dialog systems, both from the research as
well as from the industrial point of view.
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